
Erica Gutierrez
347-837-1300| egutierrez411@gmail.com | Github: https://github.com/EMG114
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/ericagutierrez1/ | Website: https://www.erica-gutierrez.com/

TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE

Studio - Personalized music video playlist generator based on your genre, artist and mood preferences
+ Written in Swift and Objective-C
+ Used Spotify SDK and API to generate genre, artist and mood data
+ Applied Youtube Data API to generate video playlist based on Spotify’s seed music list
+ Implemented  Firebase Database
+ Used Alamofire and SwiftyJSON for Networking data retrieval
+ Github | App Store

FavMovie - Movie app that allows you to search for movies by title, see their details and save favorites
+Written in Swift
+Used Omdb API to get movies’ information from IMDB website
+Used The Movie API to generate additional movie data information
+Applied multithreading concepts using NSOperations to throttle API requests and allow for a responsive UI 
while parsing through JSON responses
+Implemented iOS Core Data framework to fetch and save movies in as favorites
+Used Youtube API to generate movie trailer videos
+ Github | App Store

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

iOS Contractor, Application Developer V -  New York, NY
Bank Of America Merrill Lynch, iOS Enterprise Application - 07/2018 - Present
+ Participated in Agile Development with different teams across the company
+ Responsible for implementing iOS frameworks in an enterprise environment
+ Implemented internal logic and Interface of application in Swift programming language

iOS Engineer -  New York, NY
2Try, Invite your friends to try places and events - 11/2017 - 05/2018
+ Helped the start-up to create the 2Try app and its features for its first version
+ Responsible for full application development cycle
+ Implemented internal logic, features and Interface of application

EDUCATION

iOS Nanodegree – Udacity  - 2017 - 2018
+ iOS Mobile Development:  Swift

NYC TTP Mobile Development Fellow – Flatiron School - 05/2016 - 09/2016
+ iOS Mobile Development:  Objective-C and Swift

New York University - New York, NY 

AWARDS

Society Of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE) for Bootcamps Award - 2016 
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